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Section 1. AIMS Profile
After reviewing and/or updating the Educator Preparation Provider's (EPP's) profile in AIMS, check the box to indicate that the
information available is accurate. 

1.1 In AIMS, the following information is current and accurate...
 Agree Disagree

1.1.1 Contact person
1.1.2 EPP characteristics
1.1.3 Program listings

Section 2. Program Completers
2.1 How many candidates completed programs that prepared them to work in preschool through grade 12 settings during
Academic Year 2017-2018 ?

Enter a numeric value for each textbox.
 
2.1.1 Number of completers in programs leading to initial teacher certification or
licensure1 94 

2.1.2 Number of completers in advanced programs or programs leading to a degree,
endorsement, or some other credential that prepares the holder to serve in P-12
schools (Do not include those completers counted above.)2

40 

Total number of program completers 134

 

1 For a description of the scope for Initial-Licensure Programs, see Policy 3.01 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual
2 For a description of the scope for Advanced-Level Programs, see Policy 3.02 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual

Section 3. Substantive Changes
Have any of the following substantive changes occurred at your educator preparation provider or
institution/organization during the 2017-2018 academic year?

3.1 Changes in the established mission or objectives of the institution/organization or the EPP

3.2 Any change in the legal status, form of control, or ownership of the EPP.

3.3 The addition of programs of study at a degree or credential level different from those that were offered when most
recently accredited

3.4 The addition of courses or programs that represent a significant departure, in terms of either content or delivery,
from those that were offered when most recently accredited

3.5 A contract with other providers for direct instructional services, including any teach-out agreements

Any change that means the EPP no longer satisfies accreditation standards or requirements:
3.6 Change in regional accreditation status

3.7 Change in state program approval




ACCREDITATION ACTION REPORT
Notre Dame College
South Euclid, Ohio


October 2018
This is the official record of the Educator Preparation Provider's accreditation status.


The Educator Preparation Provider should retain this document for at least two accreditation cycles.


ACCREDITATION DECISION


Accreditation is granted at the initial-licensure level. This Accreditation status is effective between Fall
2018 and Fall 2024. The next site visit will take place in Spring 2024.


SUMMARY OF STANDARDS


CAEP STANDARDS INITIAL-LICENSURE LEVEL ADVANCED LEVEL
STANDARD 1/A.1: Content and Pedagogical Knowledge Met Not Applicable
STANDARD 2/A.2: Clinical Partnerships and Practice Met Not Applicable
STANDARD 3/A.3: Candidate Quality, Recruitment, And
Selectivity


Met Not Applicable


STANDARD 4/A.4: Program Impact Met Not Applicable
STANDARD 5/A.5: Provider Quality Assurance and
Continuous Improvement


Met Not Applicable


The Educator Preparation Provider is encouraged to refer to the site visit report for strengths and
additional information on findings.


AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT AND STIPULATIONS


Areas for Improvement: Identified areas for improvement are addressed in the provider's annual report.
Areas for improvement need not be publicly disclosed, but will become stipulations if they remain
uncorrected by the next accreditation review.


Stipulations: None


INITIAL-LICENSURE LEVEL AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT AND STIPULATIONS


STANDARD 1: Content and Pedagogical Knowledge


Areas for Improvement Rationale
1 The EPP does not sufficiently demonstrate its candidates'


ability to apply content and pedagogical knowledge.
(component 1.3)


The outcome measures in the EPP-created assessments
are not valid and reliable. A proprietary measure used
also has no local cut score provided.


STANDARD 2: Clinical Partnerships and Practice







Areas for Improvement Rationale
1 The EPP does not adequately co-construct clinical


arrangements with its partners. (component 2.1)
The EPP did not demonstrate an effective collaborative
partnership with P-12 schools as P-12 teachers and
administrators have a limited role and involvement in
the co-construction of instruments, evaluations, and
expectations at entry, preparation, and exit. P-12
schools were not able to corroborate their shared
responsibility in the continuous improvement of
candidate progress.


STANDARD 4: Program Impact


Areas for Improvement Rationale
1 The EPP's plan will not yield sufficient data to fully


demonstrate that employers of completers are satisfied with
the completers' preparation for working with P-12 students.
(component 4.3)


The EPP's plan does not address how it will collect
sufficient data from principals who employ its
completers.


 


NOTE: Neither CAEP staff, site visitors, nor other agents of CAEP are empowered to make or modify Accreditation
Council decisions. These remain the sole responsibility of the Council itself.


End of document
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		ED342 Capstone Assignment Rubric  For Tk20
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		Criteria

				Progressing Toward Standard		Meets Standard		Exceeds Standard		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Project Cover		0		9		1		4.2		0.6

		Planning Template		0		3		7		5		0.77

		Criteria

				Progressing Toward Standard		Meets Standards		Exceeds Standard		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Overall  		0		1		9		5.4		0.92

		Theorist(s)		2		0		8		5.1		1.58

		Concepts 		0		1		9		5.4		0.92

		Strategy(s)		0		1		9		5.4		0.92

		Cognitive, Social-emotional, Physical 		0		1		9		5.4		0.92

		Criteria

				Progressing toward standard		Meets standard		Exceeds standard		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Template 		0		2		8		5.1		0.7

		Skill  		0		2		8		5.1		0.7

		Concept  		0		2		8		5.1		0.7

		Context		0		2		8		5.1		0.7

		Criteria

				Progressing Toward Standard		Meets Standard		Exceeds Standard		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Overall		0		1		9		5.7		0.64

		Standards Connections  		0		1		9		5.7		0.64

		Unit Summary		0		1		9		5.7		0.64

		Goals and Objectives  		0		1		9		5.6		0.66

		Pre-Assessment 		0		1		9		5.1		0.54

		Pre-Assessment Scoring Guidelines		1		3		6		4.8		1.25

		Post-Assessment  		0		1		9		5.3		0.64

		Post-assessment Scoring Guidelines		1		1		8		5.2		1.25

		Instructional Procedures		0		1		9		5.8		0.6

		Differentiated Instructional Support		1		2		7		4.6		1.02

		Extensions 		0		10		0		3.9		0.3

		Homework Options		0		9		0		3.89		0.31

		Interdisciplinary Connections		0		8		2		4.2		0.4

		Materials and Resources		0		2		8		5.5		0.81

		Key Vocabulary		0		3		7		4.9		0.94

		Technology Connections		0		10		0		3.8		0.4

		Criteria

				Progressing Toward Standard		Meets Standard		Exceeds Standard		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Language Conventions		0		2		8		5.6		0.8



The data from the reports indicate similar areas of concern for both sections.  Teacher candidates still need help in articulating how to implement differentiated instruction.  I plan to stress the importance of grouping in the classroom as a strategy to differentiate.  Both classes as well did not give evidence of a full understanding of how to design pre and post assessment rubrics.  I thought I had addressed this issue with the use of the new Marzano text but there is still work to be done.  I plan to spend more time in the development of performance scales and rubrics in future classes.  I also will link the rubric assignments to the unit plan assignment.  Teacher candidates continue to have problems with extension of lessons.  I plan to encourage extension activities when I have them plan and present a micro lesson in the classroom.  Overall I was pleased with the reports.  In all other areas teacher candidates appear to be exceeding expectations.
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		Ed 655 Case Study Rubric

		





























































		

				developing   Missing elements in required areas and explanations not based on correct data results		met standard   Work completed as required in all areas		exceeds expectations    All areas above average in administration, explanation, and connection with data results		Mean		Standard Deviation		

		Demonstrates knowledge of language development in lessons on phonics and work attack and reading acquisition and the variations related to culture and linguistic diversity		0		2		7		2.78		0.42

		Demonstrates knowledge of the major components of reading in vocabulary and comprehension		0		2		7		2.78		0.42

		Demonstrates ability to select, evaluate and use a wide range of instructional practices including technology-based practices at different stages of literacy development 		0		2		7		2.78		0.42

		Demonstrates used of a wide range of curriculum materials in effective reading instruction for learners at different stages of reading and writing development 		1		4		4		2.33		0.67

		Demonstrates the use of a wide range of assessment tools and records them correctly on the data table		2		3		4		2.22		0.79

		Able to place students along a developmental continuum and identify students� proficiencies and difficulties		0		5		4		2.44		0.5

		Uses assessment information to plan, evaluate, and revise effective instruction 		0		4		5		2.56		0.5

		Communicates results of the case study to specific individuals specific to the student 		0		2		7		2.78		0.42

		Gives evidence of using student interests, abilities, and backgrounds as foundations for the reading and writing program		1		5		3		2.22		0.63

		Works with the child for a minimum of 30 hours.		0		0		9		3		0

		Reflection explains what was learned through this activity.		1		7		1		2		0.47

		Displays dispositions related to reading and the teaching of reading.		1		2		6		2.56		0.68

		Depth of analysis based on data from testing and lessons		1		2		6		2.56		0.68

		uses correct syntax and semantics in writing		0		2		7		2.78		0.42

		uses correct technical language		0		3		6		2.67		0.47



0	0	0	1	2	0	0	0	1	0	1	1	1	0	0	2	2	2	4	3	5	4	2	5	0	7	2	2	2	3	7	7	7	4	4	4	5	7	3	9	1	6	6	7	6	2.78	2.78	2.78	2.33	2.2200000000000002	2.44	2.56	2.78	2.2200000000000002	3	2	2.56	2.56	2.78	2.67	Srengths - 
Knowledge of language development
Knowledge of major components of reading
Ability to place students along a developmental scale
Ability to use assessment information to plan, evaluate and revise effective instruction
Ability to communicate results to stakeholders
Use of Standard English and academic language
Needs -
Report more on formative assessments
Make specific plans for further professional development
Find reading and instructional materials geared to students' interests and cultural backgrounds
Be more clear on specific recommendations for further intervention for the student; provide URL addresses, app information, directions for strategies
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4 5 EP

		Completed		Complete after Current semester 						Dropped Program 				Dismissed 

		R=  Registered		C=Complete 

		Last		First 		E-mail		ID#		EDD644L		EDD643S		EDD642C		EDD645F

		Akins		Brittany				1095		C		C		C

		Alfaro		Joy		joyalfaro17@gmail.com		4769				D2 2018

		Alferio		Jennifer		mrsjenniferalferio@gmail.com		4972				D2 2018

		Allan		Jessica		Jessica.Baker0827@gmail.com		803		C				C

		Alletto		Abigail Jane		Missalletto@gmail.com		4250		C		C		C		C

		Allred		Alyssa		alyssaboehmer@gmail.com		4626		C		C		C		C

		Amata		Christine		christine.amata@weschools.org		3102		C		C		C		C

		Amnah		Kathleen				1225		C		C		C

		Andrasik		Angela		amandrasik613@att.net		3090				C		C

		Ault		Heather		mswizard@zoominternet.net		2276		C		C		C		C

		Austin		Amanda				1105		C		C		C

		Babione		Rebecca				193267		C		C		C

		Bacisin		Kimberly				192731		C		C		C

		Baka		Lisa		lrbaka@sbcglobal.net		166						C

		Baker		Brandi				197071		C		C		C

		Baker		Elizabeth		laminn2001@yahoo.com		3275		C		C		C		C

		Baldridge		Brittany		baldridgeb10@gmail.com		198011				C		C

		Barber		Misty Rose		Mbarber0323@gmail.com		4450		C		C		C		C

		Barber		Shellie				1177		C		C		C		C

		Bateson		Dana		danadviola@gmail.com		111		C		C		C		C

		Baumgardner		Stephanie		baumgardner@woh.rr.com		4971				D2 2018

		Bayer		Jennifer				160		C		C		C

		Bechtel		Kenzie		bechtel@bcs-k12.org		4142		C		C		C		C

		Beers		Malinda				191991		C		C		C

		Behrend		Carrie		cbehrend1@roadrunner.com		1471				C

		Benner		Alysea Leigh		missAdunham@gmail.com		4960				D2 2018

		Binnig		Meighan				195567		C		C		C

		Blair		Sara 		sblair@go2boss.com		1231		C		C		C		C

		Bleiweiss		Erica				197068		C		C		C

		Bloch		Cori Jo		corijbloch@gmail.com		4156		C		C		C		C

		Bond		Nathaniel		nlbvt@hotmail.com		3215		C		C		C		C

		Boots		Jordan		lecteach@gmail.com		3397		C

		Bosch		Carissa				1480		C		C		C

		Bosson		Jennifer		jenbosson@roadrunner.com		3137		C		C		C		C

		Bowlby		Rebecca		rebeery@yahoo.com		2394		C		C		C		C

		Boyd		Andrea		aboyd4@ashland.edu		3900		C		C		C		C

		Brady		Catherine		cjbrady1@sbcglobal.com		2623		C		C		C		C

		Britton		Renee		renee.britton@omeresa.net		2021		C		C		C		C

		Brooksbank		Joseph		JABROOKSBANK@gmail.com		4095		C		C		C		C

		Brower		Kira		kbrower212@gmail.com		4224		C		C		C		C

		Brown		Katelyn		katelyn.brown@neomin.org		3242		C		C		C		C

		Bruce		Alison		Alisonfbruce@gmail.com		2393		C		C		C		C

		Bruening		Lisa				193043		C		C		C

		Brungard		Anderson		awbrungard@gmail.com		2401		C		C		C		C

		Buck		Meredith				157581		C		C		C

		Buckman		Eric 		runnercoach4life@gmail.com		1613		C

		Buck-Sendelbach		Kelsey		kmbuck8@yahoo.com		1447		C		C		C		C

		Burkle		Emily		elburkle1293@yahoo.com		4632		C		C		C		C

		Byrne		Traci				105585		C		C		C

		Caldwell		Alisha				907		C		C		C

		Carano		Kelly				191995		C		C		C

		Carrasquillo		Danielle		dcarrasquillo11@gmail.com		1461		C		C		C

		Carrothers		Sean				188789		C		C		C

		Chaloupka		Linda		chaloupl@hudson.edu		3050		C		C		C		C

		Chase		Heather				824		C		C		C

		Cipriano		Angela		angelacip@hotmail.com		147708		C

		Clay 		Christina				962		C		C		C

		Claypool		Tricia		wadc_claypoo@wadsworthschools.org		198013				C

		Claytor		Kristina		klclaytor@gmail.com		3065						C

		Cleary		Amanda		amandacleary1127@gmail.com		3902		C		C		C		C

		Close		Sarah		sclose@garfield-heights.k12.oh.us		1284		C		C		C		ESC Partner

		Clouston		Hydee		hbiddlestone@yahoo.com		2610		C		C		C		C

		Cobus		Tinleigh		tinleigh.cobus@gmail.com		4659				W		C		W

		Coe		Chandra				190345		C		C		C

		Cook		Sean		seanc480@gmail.com		91		C				C

		Cooper		Sherry		cp26mrk@yahoo.com		196648		C		C				Waived 

		Coplin		Kathryn Ann Hitchcock		Kcoplin@uaschools.org		4489		C		C		C		C

		Corbin		Trina		tspoon2628@gmail.com		3418		C		C		C		C

		Cornett		Christal				191914		C		C		C

		Corwin		Carly		carly.corwin@gmail.com		4273		C		C		C		C

		Cozart		Cassandra		Ccozart3@yahoo.com		3574		C		C		C		C

		Crabill		Ashlee		ashleec_12@hotmail.com		2196		C		C		C		C

		Crackel		Shannon				192009		C		C		C

		Craumer		Amy				196860		C		C		C

		Crews		Paula				1249		DISMISSED		DISMISSED		DISMISSED

		Crook		Arnetta		lady35c@hotmail.com		3788		C		C		C		C

		Crosbie		Mary				192743		C		C		C

		Croucher		Kari		karicroucher@yahoo.com		4633		C		C		C		C

		Cummins-Thirtyacre		Amanda				1196		C		C		C

		Curfman		Amanda				191996		C		C		C

		Currin		Jessica		jcurrin@franklincityschools.com		4961				D2 2018

		Currutt		Heather		hcurrutt@yahoo.com		1226		C

		Damschroder		Megan		mdamschroder@bcs.k12.oh.us		196995		C		C				Waived 

		Dancy		Jo		annajobean@yahoo.com		2009				D2 2018

		Daniel		Leslie		daniel.leslie@oakwoodschools.org		4639		C		C		C		C

		Dapper		Melissa				949		C		C		C

		Davis		Allana 		allana.davis@yahoo.com		2191		C		C		C		C

		Davis		Jessica				197123		C		C		C

		Davison		Barbara		zowiecat@hotmail.com		1241		C

		Dayok		Molly Lynn		mollydayok@gmail.com		4118		C		C		C		C

		Dazey		Shannon		shannon.dazey@rockets.utoledo.edu		3402		C		C		C		C

		DeBrock		Sarah				725		C		C		C

		DeCamillo		Shannon		q_boss@yahoo.com 		1356		C		C		C

		Delaney		Kaitlin		Delaneyck@gmail.com		3343		C		C		C		Failed

		DeLiberato		Lisa				142968		C		C		C

		Dengate		Gabrielle		gdengate@ursuline.edu		4009		C		C		C		C

		Denial (see Keegan)		Mary		mdenial09@students.ndc.edu		172400		C		C		Waived 		C

		Dickenson		Traci				193793		C		C		C

		Dietrich		Misty				1145		C		C		C

		Dillon		Melanie				679		C		C		C

		Dillon		Ryan		DO NOT CONTACT		196501		C

		Dillworth		Bobbie Jo				123		DISMISSED		DISMISSED		DISMISSED

		Docter		Stephanie				1444		C		C		C

		Dodd		Trisha		trish_dodd@yahoo.com		2554		C		C		C		C

		Domanick		Brittany		dubaybrittany@gmail.com		2592		C		C		C		C

		Downing		Michael		downing.15@wright.edu		2204		C		C		C		C

		Dulin		Benjamin				811		C		C		C

		Dunham		Wendy		wendy.dunham@nordoniaschools.org		198155		C		C		C		C

		Dunkle		Casey				195413		C		C		C

		Durkin		Robin				153087		C		C		C

		Dye		Joel		joel.dye@hardinnorthern.org		4141		C		C		C		C

		Elchert		Elizabeth		elizabeth.port@yahoo.com		4513		C		C		C		C

		Edge		Darryl		darryledge50@gmail.com		2513		C		C		C		C

		Edwards		Kristin		kristinedwards5866@gmail.com		2366		C		C		C		C

		Eibler		Amy		aeibler@windstream.net 		1352		C		C		C

		Eichhorn		Nora		eichhorn.nora@gmail.com		943		C		C		C		C

		Elmlinger		Lisa		lelmlinger@edisonchargers.org		3791		C		C		C		C

		Endicott		Jessica		jrae2016@icloud.com		4515		C		C		C		C

		Engel		Brittni				910		C		C		C

		Enz		Suzanne		suzannerobinson1687@gmail.com		3878						C

		Fernback		Allison		alliefernback@gmail.com		3896				C		Failed

		Fields		Stacy				190486		C		C		C

		Finelli		Kayleigh		akfinelli23@gmail.com		2391		C		C		C		C

		Fingerhut		Ruth		ruthfingerhut@sbcglobal.net		3207		C		C		C		C

		Fischer		Heather				188788		C		C		C

		Fisher		Lynn				144229		C		C		C

		Fitzgerald		Shannon		sfitzgerald517@gmail.com		191881		C		C		C		C

		Fitzpatrick		Eric		fitzpatrick7@rocketmail.com		3891		C		C		C		C

		Fleischer		Austin		afleischer@fairview.k12.oh.us		4966				D2 2018

		Flowers		Emily		eflowers12@jcu.edu		2906		JCU		JCU		C		JCU

		Ford		Emily				1108		C		C		C

		Fraser		Nicole				908		C		C		C

		Fuller		Shantae		shantae.fuller@gmail.com		3959				C		C

		Furino		Samantha Jo		sfurino@kent.edu		4244		C		C		C		C

		Gallagher		Taylor Rose		gallagher.39@wright.edu		4222		C		C		C		C

		Garisek		Jennifer				147581		C		C		C

		Gaudio		Amy		amygaudio710@gmail.com		1276		C		C		C		Waived 

		Gazso		Jamie		jamiegazso@yahoo.com		4495		C		C		C		C

		Geiser		Nicole		ndgeiser@gmail.com		197060		C

		George		Amy		amgeorge07@gmail.com		4159		C		C		C		C

		George		Samantha				192335		C		C		C

		Gerboth		Teresa		teresa.gerboth@riversideschools.net		828		C		C		C		C

		Gibbons		Mary Elizabeth		mary.gibbons1616@gmail.com		4227		C		C		C		C

		Giglio		Jade		jmg139@zips.uakron.edu		2395		C		C		C		C

		Gillespie		Kristine 		kristinegillespie@gmail.com		2371		C		C		C		C

		Ginn		Emily				77		C		C		C

		Goerndt		Maureen				170325		C		C		C

		Goulden		Leona		lgoulden@bcbucks.org		2595		C		C		C		C

		Grant		Emily		emilyvgrant@yahoo.com		4071		C		C		Failed		C

		Greco		Jodi		jodigreco77@gmail.com		1777		C		C		C

		Green		Kayleigh		kayleighgreen10@gmail.com 		1376		C		C		C		Waived 

		Grimes		Megan				192522		C		C		C

		Grindall		Jacqueline				155896		C		C		C

		Grodek		Dania				1116		C		C		C

		Groff		Michelle		chellegroff@gmail.com		4650		C		U Cincy		C		C

		Grube		Jamie		jamiegrube10@gmail.com		3476		C		C

		Habash		Stephanie				189997		C		C		C

		Hackett		Staci 		staci.hackett@yahoo.com		4308		C		C		C		C

		Hague		Katherine		hague.katherine@gmail.com		3034		C		C		C		C

		Hamilton		Ginny				150801		C		C		C

		Hamilton		Ted Andrew		ted.a.hamilton@gmail.com		4246		C		C		C		C

		Hannahs		Tricia		teacher28348@yahoo.com		3789		C		C		C		C

		Harchalk		Valerie				114		C		C		C

		Harrison		Amanda		aharrison14@students.ndc.edu		4977				D2 2018

		Haubeil		Bobbi 		bhaubeil67@gmail.com		3967		DROP

		Hauter		Kelly				192239		C		C		C

		Haviland		Ellyn		enh.314@gmail.com		4655		C		C		C		C

		Hawe		Jennifer Olszewski		JLOlszewski@gmail.com		3112		C		C		C		C

		Hayes		Yvette				163595		C		C		C

		Henderson		Lindsay				193270		C		C		C

		Henry		Kimberly		kimberlyshenry@yahoo.com		4133		C		C		C		C

		Herman		Sarah		saherman12@yahoo.com		2603		C		C

		Herrick		Kirsten				192551		C		C		C

		Hetrick		Heather				814		C		C		C

		Higginbotham		Nicholas		nsh9@zips.uakron.edu		1120		C		C				Waived 

		Hill		Brittany				1104		C		C		C

		Hill		Sarah		jsahill@yahoo.com		1255		C		C		C

		Hobrath		Susanna				192741		C		C		C

		Hogue		Rabekah		rehogue@ashlandcityschools.org		6435		C		C		C		C

		Hogue		Rachel 		rhogue93@gmail.com		4307		C		C		C		C

		Holp		Katie		kmholp618@gmail.com		2579		C		C		C		C

		Holtwick		Arianna				996		C		C		C

		Holzer		Emily		emily.holzer0621@gmail.com		4243		C		C		C		C

		Howard-Crowell		Stacie				98674		C		C		Waived 

		Hubert		Margarita Kozanas		onekoukla@gmail.com		3271		C		C		C		C

		Hudak		Tiffany		tiffanylee81@yahoo.com		2594		C		C		C		C

		Huelsman		Kathryn		Martin_k24@hotmail.com		1633		C		C		C		C

		Huffman		Jodi				197156		C		C		C

		Hunt 		Virginia Beth		ghunt@grovecitychristian.org		3796		C		C		C		C

		Hunter		Lindsey				192010		C		C		C

		Igarashi		Nicole				119013		C		C		C

		Incorvati		Renee		incorvati@roadrunner.com		1222		C		C		C		C

		Ison		Tracy				1131		C		C		C

		Jackson		Cynthia		cjackson_99@hotmail.com		3649		C		C		C		C

		Jackson		Tyler		tylerjacksonjr@gmail.com		2555		C		C		C		C

		Jacobson		Karen				192111		C		C		C

		Jacoby		Teresa		teresa_j@careyevs.org		2198		C		C		C		C

		Janecek		Danette				192114		C		C		C

		Janesh		Kathleen				833		C		C		C

		Jenkins-Bugg		Shannon				196502		C		C		C

		Johnson		Jeremy		jjohn600@hotmail.com		147		C		C		C

		Johnson		Marie				990		C		C		C

		Johnston		Joe Arthur		jjohnston@northmontschools.net		3096		C		C		C		C

		Jupina		Heather				192240		C		C		C

		Kalous		Ashley				189858		C		C		C

		Kane		Allison				196414		C		C		C

		Katto		Suzanne				973		C		C		C

		Kaylor		Michelle		mlk128@yahoo.com		3229		C		C		C		C

		Keegan		Mary		m_denial@hotmail.com		3251		C		C		Waived 		C

		Kelly		Sarah		sarahmkelly@ymail.com		4970

		Kerestes		Miranda		mkereste@ashland.edu		191992		C		C				Waived 

		Kerns 		Jennifer 		jenniferkerns1@gmail.com		1759		C		C		C		C

		Kilkenney		Casey				192577		C		C		C

		Kinder		Danielle		daniellenbecker@gmail.com		783		C

		King		Anna		a_jking@hotmail.com		4481		C		C		C

		Klopfenstein		Kayla		kayla.klopfenstein@lakewood.k12.oh.us		1667		C		C		C		C

		Knott		Megan		mknott15@students.ndc.edu		4634		C		C

		Knuff		Michelle				812		C		C		C

		Kohli		Margaret		mkohli22@gmail.com		3227		C		C		C		C

		Konkle		Angela				968		C		C		C

		Kosa		Stefini		Stefini30@yahoo.com		2397		C		C		C		C

		Kosman		Jennifer		jenkosman16@gmail.com		1096		C		C		C		Waived 

		Krieger		Lisa		saltislisa@gmail.com		4975				D2 2018

		Kudlica		Sarah				933		C		C		C

		Kulik		Amanda				948		C		C		C

		Kwasniak		Christina				192112		C		C		C

		Labrado		Angeline Noel		angelinenoelmelendez@yahoo.com		3270		C		C		C		C

		Lehman		Matthew				177354		C		C		C

		LaFountain		Danielle				192987		C		C		C

		Lally		Amanda		tch4life2003@yahoo.com		2246		C		C		C		C

		Laviolette		Shari		shlvlt@aol.com		4521		C		C		C		*

		Lawrence		Krystal		klawrence@garfield-heights.k12.oh.us		1286		C		C		C		Waived 

		Ledger		Holly		marie7997@aol.com		1443		C		C		C		Waived 

		Liebman		Netanya		mrs.liebman@gmail.com		3650				C

		Lehman		Kiersten		klehman@fairview.k12.oh.us		4777				D2 2018

		Leimberger		Ashley				192163		C		C		C

		Leininger (see Greco)		Jodi		jodileininger@rocketmail.com		1777		See Greco				C

		Lepard		Stephanie		lepardsden@columbus.rr.com		154168				C		C

		Lesak		Jennifer				797		C		C		C

		Lestock		Alexandra				196503		C		C		C

		Levine		Andrea				1185		C		C		C

		Lewis		Monica		monica_lewis@plsd.us		2913		C		C		C		C

		Liberatore		Todd				148		C		C		C

		Likar		Denise		likar6@att.net		1236		C		C		C		Waived 

		Lipowski		Kristin				198162				C		C

		Lobaugh		Cristy		Cristyjaspers@gmail.com		1574		C		C		C		C

		Lubbe		Brittany				192148		C		C		C

		Lukacs		Sara 				1157		C		C		C

		Mackris		Amy				190377		C		C		C

		Maiden		Amy				188790		C		C		C

		Major		Danielle		dlombar4@kent.edu		4978				D2 2018

		Mariotti		Jocelyn		jmariotti@go2boss.com		1481		C		C		C

		Marschall		Marie				171489		C		C		C

		Marsilio		Ashley				115		C		C		C

		Massaro 		Leah		leah.massaro@gmail.com		2184		C		C		C		C

		Matheny		Leslie				1161		C		C		C

		McCafferty		Theresa				1112		C		C		C

		McCarthy		Bridget				197115		C		C		C

		McClendon		Samantha		mcclensm@gmail.com		1115		C		C		C		Waived 

		McClune		Jacqueline		mcclunj@bgsu.edu		3472		C		C		C		C

		McConocha		Kaitlin		Kaitlin.McConocha@rockets.utoledo.edu		4297		C		C		C		C

		McCulloch		Tabitha		tabbysneo@yahoo.com		3810				F		C

		McNally		Shannon		shannon.mcnally22@gmail.com		4234		C		C		C		C

		Meinhart		Jillian		jillianmeinhart89@gmail.com		2193		C		C		C		C

		Melnychuk		Inna				905		C		C		C

		Mesker		Erin		emesker@bgsu.edu		3399		C		C		C		C

		Messer		Shannon		messer_shannon@yahoo.com		4103		C		C		C		C

		Mestelske		Kaitlyn				1117		C		C		C

		Metrisin		Anna		ametrisin09@students.ndc.edu		1458		C		C		C

		Metz		Maria				191997		C		C		C

		Middleton		Samantha				1126		C		C		C

		Miskimins		Anne				190098		C		C		C

		Monsman		Alison		alison.monsman@nordoniaschools.org		3049		C		C		C		C

		Moore		Erin		Erinmcmoore@gmail.com		1110		C		C		C		Waived 

		Moore		Riley		rileymoore343434@gmail.com		4229		C		C		C		C

		Moran		Kelley				786		C		C		C

		Moreland		Christy		cbmoreland03@yahoo.com		155		C		C		C		C

		Morris 		Ashley		ashleymorris090911@gmail.com		3400		C

		Morrison (Lane)		Susanne		suslane44@yahoo.com		2285		C		C		C		C

		Mottern		Shelby		s_mottern@yahoo.com		3821		C		C		C		C

		Murphy		Kristen				1242		C		C		C

		Murton		Nicole		nmurton@gmail.com		3432		C		C		C		C

		Muzila		Sarah				813		C		C		C

		Niehaus		Sarah		niehaus_s@bataviaschools.org		191993		C

		Niemi		Karen				132336		C		C		C

		Norge		Danielle				782		C		C		C

		Norton		Marcie				190238		C		C		C

		Novotny-Glatz		Jessica				773		C		C		SUB

		Nowacki		Jamie		jme716@gmail.com		3304		C		C		C		C

		Nusker		Erin		enusker@gmail.com		191998		C		C

		O'Brien		Shannon		shannonobrien20@gmail.com		4963		C		D2 2018

		Ogonek		Alice				1478		C		C		C

		Onesti-Neff		Talli				197110		C		C		C

		Ouellette		Anne		ronozoro@gmail.com		3456		C		C		C		C

		Palek		Lynn		lynnpalak@yahoo.com		2400		C		C		C		C

		Pallazza		Michelle		pallazme@gmail.com		4093		C		C		C		C

		Pasch		Emily		ehall6@live.com		196549		C		C

		Pazder		Elizabeth		atogonek@gmail.com		951		C		C		C

		Pearson		Stephanie		pearsons@talawanda.org		4652		C		D2 2018		C		C

		Peck-Corns		Julie				149946		C		C		C

		Pendleton		Devin		n/a		198064				DROP		C

		Pharazyn		Margaret				192257		C		C		C

		Piemonte		Michael		piemonte.4@outlook.com		3118		C		C		C		C

		Pigman		Lindsay				198154		C		C		C

		Pitts-Bullard		Keisha				1235		C		C		C		Waived 

		Polasko		Leslie		Leslie0415@hotmail.com		1571		C		C		C		C

		Poole		Frances		franpoole@cinci.rr.com		1630		C		C		C		C

		Poole		Heather		hpoole@uc.k12.in.us		3052		C		C		C		C

		Porter		Kylee				197049		C		C		C

		Postel		Kelly		glg.kelly11@gmail.com		1007		C		C		Waived 

		Prachar		Meghan				1132		C		C		C

		Prather		Semeca				192000		C		C		C

		Proy		Kristine 		coachproy@yahoo.com		3142		C		C		C		C

		Pytel		Anita				997		C		C		C

		Qua		Sarah		sarahequa@gmail.com		787						C

		Rice		Tristan		suggie1400@aol.com		4575		C		C		C		C

		Richards		Chelsea				196845		C		C		C

		Ripberger		Kendra				145		C		C		C

		Ritchie		Andrea		andrea.ritchie17@gmail.com		4969		C		D2 2018

		Rodgers		Heather				816		C		C		C

		Rogers		Erin Elizabeth				192651		C		C		C

		Rogers		Robyn		rogersr@norwalktruckers.net		4295		C		C		C		C

		Romano		Trisha		trishrom@yahoo.com		1467						C

		Ryan		Amy		amy.ryan@pac.dodea.edu		2419		C		C		C		C

		Rydquist		Hans				140825		C		C		C

		Salamon		Amber		ars18@zips.uakron.edu		1629		C

		Sanders		Chynell				196689		C		C		C

		Saros		Jenifer		jenifersaros@gmail.com		1002				C

		Saxon		Carly		cmhlas@gmail.com		4542		C		C		C		C

		Saywell		Mackenzie				191994		C		C		C

		Schelling		Ashley				192486		C		C		C

		Schillace		Jessica				198206		C		C		C

		Schimming		Lacy		lschimming@pcsd-k12.net		3884		C		C		C		C

		Schmidt		Lindsay				1175		C		C		C

		Schnee		Alyssa		Aka Alyssa Valentine		1122		C		C		C

		Schnipke		Kelly		klschnip23@gmail.com		2385		C

		Schott		Rachelle		raschott@gmail.com		2255		C		C		C		C

		Schuler		Tinasha				167163		C

		Schultz		Kristine 		71.kschultz@heritageacademies.com		2186		C		C		C		C

		Schwartz		Samantha		schwartzsamj@gmail.com		4245		C		C		C		C

		Scott		Constance		cscottwalk2@wowway.com		1186		C				C

		Scott		Jennifer 		jsco0270@gmail.com		2019		C		C		C		C

		Sefcik		Shannon				152409		C		C		C

		Sheppard		Amber				197155		C		C		C

		Short		Laura		laurashort30@gmail.com		1550		C		C		C

		Siclair		Natalie		natalie.siclair@gmail.com		188823		C

		Siefert		Kendra		kendrasiefert@gmail.com		3405		C		C		C		C

		Siegel		Annick				1005		C		C		C

		Simonski		Elizabeth				825		C		C		C

		Sinclair		Kaleena				190509		C		C		C

		Sivillo		Michelle				196643		C		C		C

		Slapnicker		Rachel				117784		C		C		C

		Sloan		Jennifer				1009		C		C		C

		Sluga		Melanie				834		C		C		C

		Sluka		Caitlin				133		C		C		C

		Smith		Erin				196780		C		C		C

		Smith		Jeffrey		jeffreysmith@foresthills.edu		4104		C		C		C		C

		Smyth		Lisa		lismyth26@gmail.com		1175		C		C		Waived 

		Snyder 		Jennifer		jennharris2006@aim.com		4488		C		C		C		*

		Solema		Jennifer				192001		C		C		C

		Sosic		Alison		sosicali@hotmail.com		2479		C		C		C		C

		Spurlock		Joseph		joseph.spurlock@gmail.com		4625		C		C		C		*

		Staley		Gena		gstaley@perkinsschools.org		3523		C		C		C		C

		Stalford		Marcie				815		C		C		C

		Stanoch		Diana		dianamstanoch@yahoo.com		193007				C

		Stewart		Anna				1022		C		C		C

		Stewart		Brittany		brittany_js0228@yahoo.com		2372		C

		Stitts		Michele		michele.stitts@weschools.org		2368		C		C		C		C

		Stranges		Jessica		jessica.stranges@gmail.com		2389		C		C		C		C

		Swayne		Jennifer				192541		C		C		C

		Sydnor		Shelby		Sydnorsn@miamioh.edu		3199		C		C		C		C

		Taylor		Lisa		lisa.r.taylor@ovsd.us		2497		C		C		C		C

		Terwilliger		Courtney		Cterwil@gmail.com		2510		C		C		C		C

		Teter		Nicole				1621		C		C		C		C

		Thiel		Nicole		nicole_lea11@yahoo.com		3209		C		C		C		C

		Thompson		Kelly		thompson.kelly08@gmail.com		4534		C		D2 2018

		Tidwell		Nikita				188791		C						Failed

		Tollis		Julie		j_tollis79@yahoo.com		4131		C		C		C		C

		Toomey		Sarah		stoomey@bgsu.edu		2205		C		C		C		C

		Trotter		Neha		nehamehra04@gmail.com		4152		C		C		C		C

		Ungvarsky		Melinda		minders001@hotmail.com		2187		C		C		C		C

		Urban		Amy				136350		C		C		C

		Valentine		Alyssa		Aka Alyssa Schnee		1122		C		C		C

		VanBuskirk		Corenne				193046		C		C		C

		VanVoorhis		Kayla		jkvanvoorhis@gmail.com		4482		C		C		C		C

		Verlie		Stacey		staceyfarren@aol.com		2397		C		C				C

		Vianueva		Jade		jvianueva@gmail.com		2373		C		C		C		C

		Wadsworth		Pamela		pam.wadsworth@weschools.org		2511		C		C		C		C

		Walz		Julie				196996		C		C		C

		Wardeiner		Rachel		rachelwardeiner@ameritech.net		2369		C		C		C		C

		Washington		Aisha				190235		C		C		C

		Wehner		Erica				188792		C		C		C

		Welch		Emily		ewelch@gmail.com		2608		C		C		C		C

		Welch		Megan		welch@strongnet.org		2273		C		C		C		C

		Wetula		Angela				1023		C		C		C

		Weymer		Kasey		Kasey.Weymer@howardschools.org		2821				C		C

		Whalen		Kathleen		kwhalensmt@yahoo.com		1504		C		C		C

		Whitely		Julie				165328		C		C		C

		Wicks		Kimberly		kimberly.wicks10@yahoo.com		3790		C		C		C		C

		Wilder		Marta		wilderm@wt.k12.oh.us		3933		C		C		C		C

		Williams		Margaret Opal		margiewill682004@yahoo.com		3800		C		C		C		C

		Wilson		Jennifer		jenwilson09@gmail.com		3695		C		C		C		C

		Wilson		Sarah Beth		swilson2009@yahoo.com		3058		C		C		C		C

		Wilson		Tabitha				165119		C		C		C

		Wittekind		Nikki		nikkieileen07@yahoo.com		1449		C		C		C

		Wooddell		Heidi		heidiwooddell@yahoo.com		3882		C		C

		Word		Kathryn		kathryn.a.word@gmail.com		2367		C		C		C		C

		Wurm		Heather				1111		C		C		C

		Yahn		Ashley				885		C		C		C

		Young		Megan		meganyoung.oualumni@gmail.com		2473		C		C		C		C

		Zaffiro		Mellissa		mzaffiro@ndc.edu		161193		C		C		C		C

		Zeek		Molly  		mollyzeek@yahoo.com		4148		C		C		C		C

		Zeman		Christina		christina.zeman@yahoo.com		3637		C		C		OTHER		OTHER

		Zenobi		Lauren		lzenobi@ursuline.edu		1632		C		C		C		C

		Zilich		George		geozilich@gmail.com		4974				D2 2018

		Zimmerly		Corey		zimmerlyc@alleneastschool.org		4649				D2 2018

		Zinnecker		Katie		kgarrison1450@gmail.com		4221		C		C		C		C

		Zwingler		Alyson 		azwing@hotmail.com		4115		C		D2 2018
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Division of Professional Education

Division Meeting Minutes

October 3, 2018



PRESENT: 	Sue Corbin, Sandra Golden, Pam Cook, Edna West, Sarah West, Bruce Jones,

		Kelli Tibbetts, Carol Hirsch



1. Meeting called to order at 4:05 pm by Division Chair Sue Corbin.

2. Approval of the minutes with no corrections.

3. More information needed about the students can be seen on NY NDC – IOE. Molly Pifer is the person who can help with information.

a. Falcon Flag can be used to signal a problem with the student.  		

b.  Lack of work and many excused are used by the students.  Students seem to be complaining about doing work.

c. Dr. Golden will work on a survey for the student teachers to fill out while at the mock interviews on December 4th.

4. Supervisors indicated that the videos on Edthena are good and working well for the first observation.

a. Educational Impact Videos are being used in the classrooms.

b. Action plans should be used for students in need of help to being grades up in the classroom.  Some instructors are already using them.  The question came up can the instructor from one class see if action plans and Falcon Flags are made  for any of the students in their classroom.

c. A special meeting for SWOT has been set up for October 19th.

5. ELT and EPPC information

a. Dr. Corbin has two meeting (conference calls) with learning house.

b. The college has resigned with Learning House for 7 more years.

i. They are not going to be writing any of our courses.

ii. They will be doing recruiting and advising of students.

iii. 3 more classes will be added:  MBA, Undergraduate Social Work:

Family nurse practitioner.

c. All travel reports for reimbursement must be submitted to FADA.  They can be submitted in advance for travel, room and registration.

d. For MMIS students should take ED 352 not ED 358.

e. ECE learning standards must be in the 4-5 course for the new P5 License coming in the fall.

6. Graduate report from Sarah West:

a. Working on IT capstone in order to have Tech brought back into the system.

b. Working on an Autism Certificate with Kelli Tibbitts.

c. Trying to set up an online graduate resource data with the help of Chris Kiec.

7. Dr. Golden reported that 107 placements are confirmed.  

a. 12 at Noble

b. 10 at Canterbury

c. 9 Julie Billiart

d. 6 Smart Academy – but 4 students have opted out and placed elsewhere.

e. 40 Student Teaching application for Spring 2019.

f. Approx. 72 field placements will be needed for the 2nd half of the semester.

8. TESA report – The members of TESA are invited to the graduate presentations on Nov. 18th.

a. October 22-27 they are having a book drive.  Books to be given to schools for the children new or used books.  It was suggested that if you do not want to donate a book then you can give money and the money will be put toward the buying of books from Scholastic Books.

9. Pam Cook reported that she is working on a capstone for Tech .  It should be ready by January 19th.  Pam will be attending a workshop in Detroit.





Submitted by

Carol Hirsch
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Assessment Retreat Agenda

Division of Professional Education

Notre Dame College

May 9, 2019

I. Call to order

II. Approval of minutes from April 17, 2019

III. Announcements

a. Move to Regina

b. Designated classroom and Maker Space update

c. Catalog changes for undergraduate

d. Catalog changes for graduate

e. List of candidates accepted into the division in spring 2019

f. Update on Policy and Procedures for Admission to the Division of Professional Education

g. Asynchronous courses decisions and scheduling for summer, fall, and spring

h. Need for schedule changes based on spring advising?  (i.e., face-to-face courses that need to be added)

i. Professional Records are due to me May 31st (see document that Vince sent)

j. Individual performance meetings with the chair - June

k. Other needs, concerns, questions

IV. CAEP EPP2018  Annual Report Reviewer Feedback overview

V. Overview of 2018 ODHE Performance Report

a. https://www.ohiohighered.org/educator-preparation/resources for crosswalk of survey questions and how they connect to Ohio standards

b. https://www.ohiohighered.org/educator-accountability/2018-performance-reports for all ODHE Performance Reports

VI. OAE Results Overview

VII. Capstone Reports

VIII. Edthena and Educational Impact Videos reports

IX. Plans for the summer

X. Adjourn
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Section 4. Display of Annual Reporting Measures. 
Annual Reporting Measures (CAEP Component 5.4 | A.5.4)

Impact Measures (CAEP Standard 4) Outcome Measures
1. Impact on P-12 learning and development
(Component 4.1) 5. Graduation Rates (initial & advanced levels)

2. Indicators of teaching effectiveness
(Component 4.2)

6. Ability of completers to meet licensing
(certification) and any additional state
requirements; Title II (initial & advanced
levels)

3. Satisfaction of employers and employment
milestones
(Component 4.3 | A.4.1)

7. Ability of completers to be hired in
education positions for which they have
prepared (initial & advanced levels)

4. Satisfaction of completers
(Component 4.4 | A.4.2)

8. Student loan default rates and other
consumer information (initial & advanced
levels)

4.1 Provide a link or links that demonstrate data relevant to each of the Annual Reporting Measures are public-friendly
and prominently displayed on the educator preparation provider's website.

1

Link: https://www.notredamecollege.edu/academics/academic-divisions/education;
https://www.notredamecollege.edu/about/Consumer-Information

Description of data
accessible via link:

Ohio Teacher Evaluation System report (4.1, 4.2), Ohio Principal Evaluation System report (4.1,
4.2), Ohio Educator and Principal Licensure Examination Pass Rates (ability of completers to meet
licensing requirements), Value-Added Data (4.1, 4.2), Demographic Information from Value-Added
Data, Pre-Service Teacher Survey Results (4.4, A.4.2), Statewide Survey of Ohio Resident
Educators' Reflections on their EPP (4.4, 4.2), Principal Intern Survey Results (4.4., A.4.2),
Principal Internship Mentor Survey Results (4.3, A.4.1), Employer Perceptions of Ohio EPP
Programs Survey Results (4.3, A.4.1), Teacher Residency Program (ability to be hired in
educational positions), Consumer Information

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
Initial-Licensure Programs
Advanced-Level Programs   

4.2 Summarize data and trends from the data linked above, reflecting on the prompts below.

What has the provider learned from reviewing its Annual Reporting Measures over the past
three years?

Discuss any emerging, long-term, expected, or unexpected trends? Discuss any
programmatic/provider-wide changes being planned as a result of these data?
Are benchmarks available for comparison?
Are measures widely shared? How? With whom?

The numbers of admitted, enrolled, and completing candidates have decreased in the past three years. This is a trend that we
hear from other colleges in Ohio, so we are not overly concerned that it reflects a deficiency in our division. In fact, an analysis of
the data gathered in the most recent metrics report through the Ohio Department of Higher Education indicates a unit that is
thriving and growing. We earned CAEP accreditation in November 2018 with no stipulations; we will be one of the first institutions
to offer the new P-5 license in Ohio, per the change in grade band; we have streamlined the MMIS program to meet new
requirements from the state concerning the teaching of Positive Behavior Intervention and Support as well as legal and ethical
issues in special education; we have embedded trauma informed instruction in a number of courses; our new Director of School
and Community Partnerships has created more MOUs with neighboring schools and districts; and we have made a concerted
effort to provide instruction in inclusion and diversity. We are also taking steps to maintain our relationships with area Educators
Rising programs for recruiting purposes, and have created a Teacher Education Student Association to assist with retention. Our
average first time pass rates on the special education licensure exam are at 78% which is lower than we want them to be. In order
to support candidates, we have offered test-taking workshops and revised courses to meet the objectives on the exams. We
continue to have a higher percentage of Caucasian females than either males or African American students. Our numbers of
Hispanic, Asian, Pacific Islander, and mixed race students remain small. Our intention in the current recruiting efforts is to change



these numbers, and continue to plan strategies to bring more diversity to our candidate population. Scores on the Professional
Knowledge licensure tests on the Ohio Assessments for Educators across programs are high, averaging 85% and above.
Similarly, average licensure scores on content exams in early childhood, middle childhood content areas, and AYA content areas
show averages of 85% and above. The Value-Added information over the past three years indicates a steady percentage of 10%
of our completers achieving at the most effective level. In the past year, our averages in the above average and average
categories were higher than the last cycle; we had fewer completers receiving approaching average scores; but our least effective
scores increased. A possible clue to these statistics is that a significant number of completers (25%) teach in high poverty schools,
and an even larger number (59%) teach in high minority schools where test scores are often lower due to socioeconomic factors.
Thirty-seven percent of our completers are in schools that receive grades of F for their Value-Added data. We encourage our
candidates to teach in underserved areas, and this tendency for our candidates to work in areas of need affects their professional
evaluations from the state. The information that we have on our website from the state only reflects completers who teach in
community or public schools. Many of our completers get jobs in private and parochial schools within a year after graduation. We
unfortunately do not have hard data for this, but we are apprised of completers’ successes through electronic communications and
phone calls. The college’s Alumni Association is working to help us track completers more carefully through exit interviews and
alumni communications. We have little information on our principal interns and completers due to a low N. We also know from our
data that the average GPAs for undergraduate and graduate admits, enrollees, and completers is well above CAEP’s 3.0 criteria.
In the past year, the average GPA for undergraduate admissions was 3.1, and for graduates it was 3.6; the average GPA for
undergraduate enrollees was 3.4 and for graduates it was 3.7; and the average GPA for undergraduate and graduate completers
was 3.7. If candidates struggle academically, they are provided with Action Plans that are monitored by advisors. For students who
struggle with dispositions that are necessary for success in P-12 classrooms, we have provided a non-licensure track so that they
can graduate with a degree in education but they do not complete student teaching or sit for licensure exams. Our Pre-Service
Surveys through the state indicate high averages between 3.0 and 4.0 on all items, and our averages are similar to those across
the state. In the past, we have noticed that our Resident Educators Surveys showed slightly less satisfaction with the program than
those from pre-service candidates when the they were still in the program. Scores from this year, however, tell a different story.
There were significant gains in the following areas: The EPP prepared candidates to 1) identify instructional strategies appropriate
for different content areas, 2) use assessment data to inform instruction, 3) communicate with caregivers, 4) follow legal and
ethical codes, 5) understand students’ diverse cultures, language skills, and experiences, 6) use technology to enhance teaching
and learning, and 6) understand RESA, Value-Added, the Ohio Revised Code, and the Code of Professional Ethics. There were
also significant gains in resident educators’ perceptions of the EPP’s ability to 1) provide field experiences in a variety of settings,
2) work with diverse peers, 3) integrate diversity-related subject matter within courses, 4) allow candidates to voice their concerns,
and 5) prepare candidates with the knowledge and skills to enter the classroom as Resident Educators. This is the first time in five
years that the Resident Educator Survey scores have shown progress and either as much or more satisfaction with the EPP as the
pre-service candidates. One other important piece of data from the state concerns the persistence levels of Resident Educators.
Over the past five years, our completers have shown a 100% persistence rate in Year 1, Year 2, and Year 4 with a 94.7%
persistence rate in Year 3. All of this information will be assessed at the annual Assessment Retreat in May of this year. At that
time, we will work with state and local data in the form of capstone assessments and disposition assessments to determine new
goals for the 2019-2020 year. We will be launching the new early childhood curriculum in the fall as well as a graduate certificate
in teaching children with autism. In an effort to recruit candidates into the online courses, we are piloting a blend of synchronous
and asynchronous meetings to better meet the needs of working adults and distance learners. The college has partnered with
Learning House in recruiting efforts, as well, and they have been charged with the recruitment of diverse students. We inducted 15
undergraduate candidates into Pi Lambda Theta this year for excellence in scholarship and teaching. Our faculty are dedicated to
the mission of the college and the unit to teach students for personal, professional, and global responsibility.

Section 5. Areas for Improvement, Weaknesses, and/or Stipulations
Summarize EPP activities and the outcomes of those activities as they relate to correcting the areas cited in the last
Accreditation Action/Decision Report.

CAEP: Areas for Improvement (ITP) 1 Content and Pedagogical Knowledge

The EPP does not sufficiently demonstrate its candidates' ability to apply content and pedagogical knowledge.
(component 1.3)

The major concern in this area was the lack of a valid and reliable instrument for evaluating student teachers in the field. To
address this issue, the division has adopted edTPA which is being locally scored until such time as the state of Ohio deems it a
substitute for the professional knowledge test that is currently used in Ohio Assessments for Educators. The Division of
Professional Education has created a Maker Space and demonstration classroom complete with a Smartboard, 3-D printer, 3-D
printing pens, die cutter, laminator, and materials so that candidates can participate in hands-on teaching demonstrations within
an authentic teaching environment. This room will be used for in-class model teaching and for field experiences in which P-12
students from the community will come to the campus for tutoring and instruction. Capstone assessments have been revised and
there is now more consistent use of Tk20 so that reports of candidates' application of content and pedagogical knowledge can be
reported and interpreted. Field experiences are more closely monitored using a data base to track placements. The new Director
of School and Community Partnerships has established more training sessions for candidates and clinical supervisors, and
Edthena videos are being used to livestream teaching and to observe and evaluate recorded teaching sessions in the field.
Faculty provide time-stamped feedback to candidates on the videos for immediate assessment. 

CAEP: Areas for Improvement (ITP) 2 Clinical Partnerships and Practice

The EPP does not adequately co-construct clinical arrangements with its partners. (component 2.1)



The office of School Partnerships and Community Outreach has established MOUs with three area schools to provide a
structured field experience for the first education course that candidates take. These schools are providing free BCI/FBI
background checks and experience working in Title I programs. Since July 1, 2018, 23 partnerships have been renewed or
developed. School partners have expressed mutually beneficial experiences. New partnerships will continue to be added,
including one Montessori community school in an underserved area in Cleveland, Ohio. In the new MOUs, it is made clear that
the Division of Professional Education will also provide professional development for area teachers. Teachers in parochial
schools in the Cleveland diocese are going to recieve tuition discounts beginning in fall 2019. A new partnership with an upper
elementary school situated next to the college has resulted in a strong relationship between candidates in a diagnosis and
intervention in reading class and students in an after-school program that is sponsored by the YMCA. Our candidates provide
reading assessments and case study reports that can be used by the classroom teachers in the school to help them better
understand their students' strengths and needs. This school has also provided free BCI/FBI background checks as well as
reference letters for each of the candidates. 

CAEP: Areas for Improvement (ITP) 4 Program Impact

The EPP's plan will not yield sufficient data to fully demonstrate that employers of completers are satisfied
with the completers' preparation for working with P-12 students. (component 4.3)

The persistence data that was described in an earlier section of this report indicates a strong message that our Resident
Educators stay in their positions for the first four years of teaching. If they were not succeeding, the data would show lower
persistence rates. The Office of School Partnerships and Community Relations regularly receives requests for our candidates if
there are teaching positions to fill. We need to start collecting more data for these requests. The division is planning to conduct
focus groups and case studies in the coming year in order to collect qualitative data concerning employers' satisfaction with
completers. We are unlikely to be able to collect quantitative information due to the reluctance of principals to divulge that
information, but we hope that the data we do collect will reveal useful feedback on employer satisfaction. 

Section 6. Continuous Improvement
CAEP Standard 5

The provider maintains a quality assurance system comprised of valid data from multiple measures, including evidence of
candidates' and completers' positive impact on P-12 student learning and development. The provider supports continuous
improvement that is sustained and evidence-based, and that evaluates the effectiveness of its completers. The provider
uses the results of inquiry and data collection to establish priorities, enhance program elements and capacity, and test
innovations to improve completers' impact on P-12 student learning and development.

CAEP Standard 5, Component 5.3
The provider regularly and systematically assesses performance against its goals and relevant standards, tracks results
over time, tests innovations and the effects of selection criteria on subsequent progress and completion, and uses results
to improve program elements and processes.

6.1 Summarize any data-driven EPP-wide or programmatic modifications, innovations, or changes planned,
worked on, or completed in the last academic year. This is an opportunity to share targeted continuous
improvement efforts your EPP is proud of. Focus on one to three major efforts the EPP made and the
relationship among data examined, changes, and studying the results of those changes.

Describe how the EPP regularly and systematically assessed its performance against its goals or the CAEP standards.
What innovations or changes did the EPP implement as a result of that review?
How are progress and results tracked? How will the EPP know the degree to which changes are improvements?

The following questions were created from the March 2016 handbook for initial-level programs sufficiency criteria for
standard 5, component 5.3 and may be helpful in cataloguing continuous improvement.

What quality assurance system data did the provider review?
What patterns across preparation programs (both strengths and weaknesses) did the provider identify?
How did the provider use data/evidence for continuous improvement?
How did the provider test innovations?
What specific examples show that changes and program modifications can be linked back to evidence/data?
How did the provider document explicit investigation of selection criteria used for Standard 3 in relation to
candidate progress and completion?
How did the provider document that data-driven changes are ongoing and based on systematic assessment of
performance, and/or that innovations result in overall positive trends of improvement for EPPs, their candidates,
and P-12 students?

The following thoughts are derived from the September 2017 handbook for advanced-level programs
How was stakeholders' feedback and input sought and incorporated into the evaluation, research, and decision-making
activities?



The Division of Professional Education holds an annual Assessment Retreat in May to review licensure exam data, state surveys,
Value-Added data, persistence reports, capstone reports, and any other measurable data that was collected during the year to
monitor the progress of the teacher candidates and the division itself. Since we went through our CAEP visit in April 2018, we did
not hold our usual retreat, but focused on the CAEP report which we received after the visit instead. Areas for improvement have
been considered and actions have been taken. To date, in response to the AFI for demonstrating candidates’ content and
pedagogical knowledge, the division has adopted edTPA as the evaluation tool for student teachers instead of the former Impact on
Student Learning Project that did not have the required validity and reliability measures required by CAEP. The edTPA comes with
established measures. We have also begun to assess candidates’ skills in reading, writing, and math through Accuplacer tests
which are provided by the College Board and which also have established levels of reliability and validity. These tests are used at
the time of admission to the division. Candidates who score below the 50th percentile are required to retake the test and may be
put on an Action Plan that includes special tutoring in the college’s Dwyer Learning Center. Candidates who continue to score low
will be counseled out of the division. The second area for improvement had to do with the lack of evidence for reciprocal
collaboration between the college and its P-12 partners. The Director of School and Community Partnerships has established new
memoranda of understanding with area schools and districts from which members are chosen for a newly reinstated Advisory
Board. This group considers assessments and curricula that are either effective or need improvement. One area of concern was
that candidates were calling schools to find their own field and clinical placements. The director has rectified this by making sure
that candidates understand the process and complete the correct forms before they are placed in schools. This has led to much
better communication between the college and its partners. Another project related to this area for improvement involved a new
partnership with Greenview Upper Elementary School which is adjacent to the college campus. Teacher candidates have begun
serving as volunteer tutors in the after school program run by the YMCA. Books have been donated to the school for use in the
school’s “Book Nook” for independent reading, and tutors have assessed students in reading, providing valuable data for
classroom teachers. The final area for improvement has to do with the division’s inability to gather data from our completers’
employers. While the Ohio Department of Higher Education sends out a survey to collect this information every year, the number of
returns is too low to provide any useful data. The division is planning on creating focus groups and case studies in partner schools
to discover qualitative information about our completers’ performance. We have been unable to acquire access to quantitative data,
but we can use the Value-Added, teacher evaluation, and persistence data that is provided through the state. The division collects
reports from candidates’ capstones in graduate and undergraduate courses using Tk20 that give us a picture of candidates’
performance on professional and state standards. Faculty, both full-time and adjunct, review the data and explore strengths and
weaknesses that need to be addressed. Action steps are planned and the data is reviewed again in the next cycle. For example,
data showed that field experience candidates in ED 342/343, Integrated Instructional Methods, were struggling with extending
instruction and differentiation. Rubrics were updated and more intensive progress monitoring has been planned. Also, the division
adopted the Edthena platform for recording teaching demonstrations in the field so that faculty members can provide time-stamped
feedback on particular areas like differentiation and set commitments, or goals, for candidates to achieve based on the
observations. To date, the survey feedback from candidates and faculty members concerning the use of Edthena has been positive
(4.7/5.0) and the unit will continue to monitor the capstone results to ensure that the concerns have been met. Another aid for
instruction that was adopted this year was the use of Educational Impact videos to provide focused instruction in an accessible
format in particular areas such as differentiation and extending instruction using the Danielson and Marzano models. Response to
these videos has been positive and they are being embedded in more courses. Results of feedback surveys for both technology
additions will be assessed at the Assessment Retreat in May.

Tag the standard(s) or component(s) to which the data or changes apply.

1.2 Use of research and evidence to measure students' progress
1.3 Application of content and pedagogical knowledge
1.5 Model and apply technology standards
2.1 Partners co-construct mutually beneficial P-12 partnerships
3.2 Sets selective admission requirements
4.1 Completer impact on student growth and learning
4.3 Employer satisfaction
5.1 Effective quality assurance system that monitors progress using multiple measures
5.2 Quality assurance system relies on measures yielding reliable, valid, and actionable data.
5.3 Results for continuous program improvement are used
5.4 Measures of completer impact are analyzed, shared and used in decision-making
5.5 Relevant stakeholders are involved in program evaluation
A.5.3 Continuous Improvement
x.4 Previous AFI / Weaknesses

Upload data results or documentation of data-driven changes.



 CAEP_Action_Report.pdf

 ED_342_AD_Fall_2018_Capstone_Report.xlsx

 ED_655_Fall_2017_Capstone_Report.xlsx

 4__5_Progression_Report.xlsx

 Division_minutes_October_3_2018.docx

 Assessment_Retreat_Agenda_2019.docx

6.2 Would the provider be willing to share highlights, new initiatives, assessments, research, scholarship, or service
activities during a CAEP Conference or in other CAEP Communications?

 Yes    No

6.3 Optional Comments

Section 8: Preparer's Authorization
Preparer's authorization. By checking the box below, I indicate that I am authorized by the EPP to complete the 2019
EPP Annual Report.

 I am authorized to complete this report.

Report Preparer's Information

Name: Sue Corbin

Position: Chair, Division of Professional Education

Phone: 2163735429

E-mail: scorbin@ndc.edu

I understand that all the information that is provided to CAEP from EPPs seeking initial accreditation, continuing accreditation
or having completed the accreditation process is considered the property of CAEP and may be used for training, research and
data review. CAEP reserves the right to compile and issue data derived from accreditation documents.

CAEP Accreditation Policy

Policy 6.01 Annual Report

An EPP must submit an Annual Report to maintain accreditation or accreditation-eligibility. The report is opened for data
entry each year in January. EPPs are given 90 days from the date of system availability to complete the report.

CAEP is required to collect and apply the data from the Annual Report to:

1. Monitor whether the EPP continues to meet the CAEP Standards between site visits.
2. Review and analyze stipulations and any AFIs submitted with evidence that they were addressed.
3. Monitor reports of substantive changes.
4. Collect headcount completer data, including for distance learning programs.
5. Monitor how the EPP publicly reports candidate performance data and other consumer information on its website.

CAEP accreditation staff conduct annual analysis of AFIs and/or stipulations and the decisions of the Accreditation Council to
assess consistency.

Failure to submit an Annual Report will result in referral to the Accreditation Council for review. Adverse action may result.

Policy 8.05 Misleading or Incorrect Statements

The EPP is responsible for the adequacy and accuracy of all information submitted by the EPP for accreditation purposes,
including program reviews, self-study reports, formative feedback reports and addendums and site visit report responses,
and information made available to prospective candidates and the public. In particular, information displayed by the EPP
pertaining to its accreditation and Title II decision, term, consumer information, or candidate performance (e.g., standardized
test results, job placement rates, and licensing examination rates) must be accurate and current.



When CAEP becomes aware that an accredited EPP has misrepresented any action taken by CAEP with respect to the EPP
and/or its accreditation, or uses accreditation reports or materials in a false or misleading manner, the EPP will be contacted
and directed to issue a corrective communication. Failure to correct misleading or inaccurate statements can lead to adverse
action.

 Acknowledge


